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Designed to prepare students for the certification exam by using practical exercises to teach
them to create database objects, work with data, and modify data.
Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-740–and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of Windows Server
2016 installation, storage, and compute features and capabilities. Designed for experienced IT
professionals ready to advance their status, Exam Ref focuses on the critical-thinking and
decision-making acumen needed for success at the MCSA level. Focus on the expertise measured by
these objectives: • Install Windows Servers in host and compute environments • Implement storage
solutions • Implement Hyper-V • Implement Windows containers • Implement high availability •
Maintain and monitor server environments This Microsoft Exam Ref: • Organizes its coverage by
exam objectives • Features strategic, what-if scenarios to challenge you • Assumes you have
experience working with Windows Server in an enterprise environment; are familiar with core
networking infrastructure, topologies, architectures, and protocols; and have experience with
Windows clients and virtualization About the Exam Exam 70-740 focuses on the skills and
knowledge necessary to implement and configure storage and compute features and functionality in
Windows Server 2016. About Microsoft Certification Passing this exam earns you credit toward a
Microsoft Certified Solutions Associate (MCSA) certification that demonstrates your mastery of
core Windows Server 2016 skills for reducing IT costs and delivering more business value. Exam
70-741 (Networking with Windows Server 2016) and Exam 70-742 (Identity with Windows Server 2016)
are also required for MCSA: Windows Server 2016 certification. See full details at:
microsoft.com/learning
Gain a solid understanding of T-SQL—and write better queries Master the fundamentals of TransactSQL—and develop your own code for querying and modifying data in Microsoft SQL Server 2012. Led
by a SQL Server expert, you’ll learn the concepts behind T-SQL querying and programming, and
then apply your knowledge with exercises in each chapter. Once you understand the logic behind TSQL, you’ll quickly learn how to write effective code—whether you’re a programmer or database
administrator. Discover how to: Work with programming practices unique to T-SQL Create database
tables and define data integrity Query multiple tables using joins and subqueries Simplify code
and improve maintainability with table expressions Implement insert, update, delete, and merge
data modification strategies Tackle advanced techniques such as window functions, pivoting and
grouping sets Control data consistency using isolation levels, and mitigate deadlocks and
blocking Take T-SQL to the next level with programmable objects
Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-761–and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of SQL Server
2016 Transact-SQL data management, queries, and database programming. Designed for experienced
IT professionals ready to advance their status, Exam Ref focuses on the critical-thinking and
decision-making acumen needed for success at the MCSA level. Focus on the expertise measured by
these objectives: • Filter, sort, join, aggregate, and modify data • Use subqueries, table
expressions, grouping sets, and pivoting • Query temporal and non-relational data, and output
XML or JSON • Create views, user-defined functions, and stored procedures • Implement error
handling, transactions, data types, and nulls This Microsoft Exam Ref: • Organizes its coverage
by exam objectives • Features strategic, what-if scenarios to challenge you • Assumes you have
experience working with SQL Server as a database administrator, system engineer, or developer •
Includes downloadable sample database and code for SQL Server 2016 SP1 (or later) and Azure SQL
Database Querying Data with Transact-SQL About the Exam Exam 70-761 focuses on the skills and
knowledge necessary to manage and query data and to program databases with Transact-SQL in SQL
Server 2016. About Microsoft Certification Passing this exam earns you credit toward a Microsoft
Certified Solutions Associate (MCSA) certification that demonstrates your mastery of essential
skills for building and implementing on-premises and cloud-based databases across organizations.
Exam 70-762 (Developing SQL Databases) is also required for MCSA: SQL 2016 Database Development
certification. See full details at: microsoft.com/learning
MCSA / MCSE: Windows Server 2003 Upgrade Study Guide
Administering Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Databases
Exam 70-412
MCSA SQL 2016 Database Administration Exam Ref 2-Pack
MCSA / MCSE / MCDBA: SQL Server 2000 Administration Study Guide
Exam Refs 70-761 And 70-762

Provides information on using Microsoft Server SQL to design and implement database
solutions along with material to prepare for the MCSA SQL Server certification
examination.
The bestselling MCSA study guide, with expert instruction andhands-on practice MCSA
Windows Server 2012 R2 Configuring Advanced ServicesStudy Guide provides focused
preparation for exam 70-412 and isfully updated to align with the latest Windows Server
2012 R2objectives. This comprehensive guide covers 100 percent of all examobjective
domains, and includes hundreds of practice questions andanswers. You get access to video
demonstrations, electronicflashcards, and practice exams, and hands-on exercises based
onreal-world scenarios allow you to apply your skills to everydaytasks. Organized by
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objective, each chapter includes reviewquestions and a list of Exam Essentials that help
you judge yourlevel of preparedness every step of the way. Exam 70-412: Configuring
Advanced Windows Server 2012 Servicesis the third and final exam in the MCSA
certification series, andwas recently updated to cover Server R2. Additions
includeenhancements to Hyper-V, Storage Spaces, and Active Directory, soit's crucial that
your study guide be up to date as well. This bookcovers the entire exam, including the
new information, withexpert instruction and easy-to-follow explanation that helps youto:
Configure network services, high availability, informationprotection, and more Implement
business continuity and disaster recoverysolutions Get hands-on practice in real-world
scenarios Pass this one last exam and you become a Microsoft CertifiedSolutions Associate
– someone with trusted, demonstratedexpertise in the server software with over 83 percent
market share.Businesses rely on Windows Server, and the people who understandthem are in
demand. Thorough preparation is the key to examsuccess, and MCSA Windows Server 2012 R2
Configuring AdvancedServices Study Guide provides all the information you need toknow.
Ace your preparation for the skills measured by MCTS Exam 70-433—and on the job. Work at
your own pace through a series of lessons and reviews that fully cover each exam
objective. Then, reinforce and apply what you've learned through real-world case
scenarios and practice exercises. This official Microsoft study guide is designed to help
you make the most of your study time. Maximize your performance on the exam by learning
to: Create and manage database objects Query and modify data; implement subqueries and
CTEs * Optimize table structures and data integrity Create stored procedures, functions,
and triggers Manage transactions, error handling, and change tracking Tune query
performance Implement database mail, full-text search, Service Broker, scripts Work with
XML and SQLCLR Assess your skills with the practice tests on CD. You can work through
hundreds of questions using multiple testing modes to meet your specific learning needs.
You get detailed explanations for right and wrong answers—including a customized learning
path that describes how and where to focus your studies. Your kit includes: 15% exam
discount from Microsoft. Offer expires 12/31/13. Details inside. Official self-paced
study guide. Practice tests with multiple, customizable testing options and a learning
plan based on your results. 200 practice and review questions. 180-day trial of SQL
Server 2008 Enterprise Edition. Case scenarios, exercises, and best practices. Fully
searchable eBook of this guide, plus sample chapters from related books. A Note Regarding
the CD or DVD The print version of this book ships with a CD or DVD. For those customers
purchasing one of the digital formats in which this book is available, we are pleased to
offer the CD/DVD content as a free download via OReilly Medias Digital Distribution
services. To download this content, please visit OReillys web site, search for the title
of this book to find its catalog page, and click on the link below the cover image
(Examples, Companion Content, or Practice Files). Note that while we provide as much of
the media content as we are able via free download, we are sometimes limited by licensing
restrictions. Please direct any questions or concerns to booktech@oreilly.com.
Here's the book you need to prepare for the Implementing and Administering Security in a
Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Network exam (70-299). This Study Guide was developed to
meet the exacting requirements of today's certification candidates. In addition to the
consistent and accessible instructional approach that earned Sybex the "Best Study Guide"
designation in the 2003 CertCities Readers Choice Awards, this book provides: Clear and
concise information on administering a secure Windows Server 2003 network Practical
examples and insights drawn from real-world experience Leading-edge exam preparation
software, including a testing engine and electronic flashcards for your Palm You'll also
find authoritative coverage of key exam topics, including: Implementing, Managing, and
Troubleshooting Security Policies Implementing, Managing, and Troubleshooting Patch
Management Infrastructure Implementing, Managing, and Troubleshooting Security for
Network Communications Planning, Configuring, and Troubleshooting Authentication,
Authorization, and PKI Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not
included as part of eBook file.
MCTS Self-paced Training Kit (exam 70-433)
A Guide for the Modern DBA
Exam 70-299
Exam Ref 70-767 Implementing a SQL Data Warehouse
Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Implementation and Maintenance
Training Kit (Exam 70-461): Querying Microsoft SQL Server 2012
The bestselling MCSA 70-470 study guide, updated for the latest exam MCSA Windows Server 2016 Study Guide is your ultimate
resource for Exam 70-740. Covering 100% of all exam objectives, this study guide goes far beyond concept review with real-world
scenarios containing expert insights, chapter review questions, hands-on practice exercises while the Sybex interactive learning
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environment provides additional last minute review through practice exams, electronic flashcards, and searchable glossary. This new
edition has been fully updated to align with the Windows Server 2016 exam, featuring authoritative coverage of installation,
configuration, server roles, Hyper-V, core network services, Active Directory, Group Policy, security, remote access, disaster
recovery, and more. The vast majority of servers around the world use Windows Server, and the 2016 release includes a host of new
features and updates. This study guide has been updated to prepare you for these changes so you can be confident on exam day and
beyond. Study 100% of Exam 70-740 objectives Gain hands-on practice performing critical tasks Link concept to practice through
real-world scenarios Access to the Sybex interactive learning environment Whether you want to sit for the exam, or simply improve
your job performance, this Sybex study guide will give you the expert insight to learn the key concepts and latest updates to Windows
Server 2016.
Here's the book you need to prepare for Exam 70-290, Managing and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Environment.
This Study Guide provides: In-depth coverage of every exam objective Practical information on managing and maintaining a
Windows Server 2003 environment Hundreds of challenging practice questions, in the book and on the CD Leading-edge exam
preparation software, including a testing engine, electronic flashcards, and simulation software Authoritative coverage of all exam
objectives, including: Managing and maintaining physical and logical devices Managing users, computers, and groups Managing and
maintaining access to resources Managing and maintaining a server environment Managing and implementing disaster recovery
Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Packed with a wealth of hands-on activities, NETWORKING WITH WINDOWS SERVER 2016, EXAM 70-741 empowers readers
to successfully pass the MCSE/MCSA certification exam while also equipping them to successfully face the real-world challenges
encountered by today’s Microsoft networking professionals. This engaging, full-color presentation emphasizes the key skills
necessary to manage and configure a Windows Server 2016 network. Comprehensive coverage addresses TCP/IP configuration,
including IPv6, DNS configuration, DHCP implementation and management, deploying remote access, configuring distributed
network file services, and high performance network solutions. In addition, hands-on labs and meaningful case projects offer
extensive opportunities to apply the concepts to real practice. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Introducing Microsoft(r) SQL Server(r) 2012 explores the exciting enhancements and new capabilities engineered into SQL Server,
ranging from improvements in operation to those in reporting and management. This book is for anyone who has an interest in SQL
Server 2012 and wants to understand its capabilities, including database administrators, application developers, and technical
decision makers.
MCSA Microsoft Windows 10 Study Guide
MCSA / MCSE: Windows Server 2003 Network Security Administration Study Guide
Exams 70-292 and 70-296
Exam Ref 70-741 Networking with Windows Server 2016
Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Step by Step
MCSA Windows Server 2016 Study Guide: Exam 70-740
Here's the book you need to prepare for Exams 70-292 and 70-296. This Study Guide
provides: In-depth coverage of every exam objective Practical information on planning,
implementing, and maintaining a Windows Server 2003 Environment Hundreds of challenging
practice questions Leading-edge exam preparation software, including a test engine,
electronic flashcards, and simulation software Authoritative coverage of all exam
objectives: Exam 70-292: Managing and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003
Environment for an MCSA Certified on Windows 2000 Managing users, computers, and groups
Managing and maintaining access to resources Managing and maintaining a server
environment Managing and implementing disaster recovery Implementing, managing, and
maintaining name resolution Implementing, managing, and maintaining network security Exam
70-296: Planning, Implementing, and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003
Environment for an MCSE Certified on Windows 2000 Planning and implementing server roles
and server security Planning, implementing, and maintaining a network infrastructure
Planning, implementing, and maintaining server availability Planning and maintaining
network security Planning, implementing, and maintaining security infrastructure Planning
and implementing an active directory infrastructure Managing and maintaining an active
directory infrastructure Planning and implementing user, computer, and group strategies
Planning and implementing group policy Managing and maintaining group policy Note:CDROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-767–and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of skills
for managing data warehouses. This exam is intended for Extract, Transform, Load (ETL)
data warehouse developers who create business intelligence (BI) solutions. Their
responsibilities include data cleansing as well as ETL and data warehouse implementation.
The reader should have experience installing and implementing a Master Data Services
(MDS) model, using MDS tools, and creating a Master Data Manager database and web
application. The reader should understand how to design and implement ETL control flow
elements and work with a SQL Service Integration Services package. Focus on the expertise
measured by these objectives: • Design, and implement, and maintain a data warehouse •
Extract, transform, and load data • Build data quality solutionsThis Microsoft Exam Ref:
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• Organizes its coverage by exam objectives • Features strategic, what-if scenarios to
challenge you • Assumes you have working knowledge of relational database technology and
incremental database extraction, as well as experience with designing ETL control flows,
using and debugging SSIS packages, accessing and importing or exporting data from
multiple sources, and managing a SQL data warehouse. Implementing a SQL Data Warehouse
About the Exam Exam 70-767 focuses on skills and knowledge required for working with
relational database technology. About Microsoft Certification Passing this exam earns you
credit toward a Microsoft Certified Professional (MCP) or Microsoft Certified Solutions
Associate (MCSA) certification that demonstrates your mastery of data warehouse
management Passing this exam as well as Exam 70-768 (Developing SQL Data Models) earns
you credit toward a Microsoft Certified Solutions Associate (MCSA) SQL 2016 Business
Intelligence (BI) Development certification. See full details at: microsoft.com/learning
Conquer SQL Server 2017 administration—from the inside out Dive into SQL Server 2017
administration—and really put your SQL Server DBA expertise to work. This supremely
organized reference packs hundreds of timesaving solutions, tips, and workarounds—all you
need to plan, implement, manage, and secure SQL Server 2017 in any production
environment: on-premises, cloud, or hybrid. Four SQL Server experts offer a complete tour
of DBA capabilities available in SQL Server 2017 Database Engine, SQL Server Data Tools,
SQL Server Management Studio, and via PowerShell. Discover how experts tackle today’s
essential tasks—and challenge yourself to new levels of mastery. • Install, customize,
and use SQL Server 2017’s key administration and development tools • Manage memory,
storage, clustering, virtualization, and other components • Architect and implement
database infrastructure, including IaaS, Azure SQL, and hybrid cloud configurations •
Provision SQL Server and Azure SQL databases • Secure SQL Server via encryption, rowlevel security, and data masking • Safeguard Azure SQL databases using platform threat
protection, firewalling, and auditing • Establish SQL Server IaaS network security groups
and user-defined routes • Administer SQL Server user security and permissions •
Efficiently design tables using keys, data types, columns, partitioning, and views •
Utilize BLOBs and external, temporal, and memory-optimized tables • Master powerful
optimization techniques involving concurrency, indexing, parallelism, and execution plans
• Plan, deploy, and perform disaster recovery in traditional, cloud, and hybrid
environments For Experienced SQL Server Administrators and Other Database Professionals •
Your role: Intermediate-to-advanced level SQL Server database administrator, architect,
developer, or performance tuning expert • Prerequisites: Basic understanding of database
administration procedures
Your hands-on, step-by-step guide to building applications with Microsoft SQL Server 2012
Teach yourself the programming fundamentals of SQL Server 2012—one step at a time. Ideal
for beginning SQL Server database administrators and developers, this tutorial provides
clear guidance and practical, learn-by-doing exercises for building database solutions
that solve real-world business problems. Discover how to: Install and work with core
components and tools Create tables and index structures Manipulate and retrieve data
Secure, manage, back up, and recover databases Apply techniques for building highperforming applications Use clustering, database mirroring, and log shipping
SQL Server 2017 Administration Inside Out
Exam 70-410 Installing and Configuring Windows Server 2012
Exam Refs 70-764 And 70-765
Exam 70-432
Including Vmware, Xen, and Microsoft Virtual Server
Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Administration
Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-764—and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of skills
for database administration. This exam is intended for database administrators charged with
installation, maintenance, and configuration tasks. Their responsibilities also include setting
up database systems, making sure those systems operate efficiently, and regularly storing,
backing up, and securing data from unauthorized access. Focus on the expertise measured by
these objectives: • Configure data access and auditing • Manage backup and restore of
databases • Manage and monitor SQL Server instances • Manage high availability and
disaster recovery This Microsoft Exam Ref: • Organizes its coverage by exam objectives •
Features strategic, what-if scenarios to challenge you • Assumes you have working
knowledge of database installation, configuration, and maintenance tasks. You should also
have experience with setting up database systems, ensuring those systems operate
efficiently, regularly storing and backing up data, and securing data from unauthorized
access. About the Exam Exam 70-764 focuses on skills and knowledge required for database
administration. About Microsoft Certification Passing both Exam 70-764 and Exam 70-765
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(Provisioning SQL Databases) earns you credit toward an MCSA: SQL 2016 Database
Administration certification. See full details at: microsoft.com/learning
Direct from Microsoft, this bundle contains the following two study guides at a $15 discount:
Exam Ref 70-761 Querying Data with Transact-SQL, 9781509304332, offers professional-level
preparation that helps candidates maximize their exam performance and sharpen their skills
on the job. It focuses on the specific areas of expertise modern database professionals need
to succeed with T-SQL database queries. Exam Ref 70-762 Developing SQL Databases,
9781509304912, offers professional-level preparation that helps candidates maximize their
exam performance and sharpen their skills on the job. It focuses on the specific areas of
expertise modern database professionals need to succeed with SQL database development.
These are the two exams necessary for the MCSA certification in SQL Server 2016 Database
Development.
This book follows the newest iterations of the Microsoft Official Academic Course (MOAC)
program for database administration courses using SQL Server 2005 and SQL Server 2008. It
provides the information and resources needed to prepare students for the Microsoft Certified
Information Technology Professional (MCITP) 70-444 exam for SQL Server 2005, and the
70-432 Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS) exam for SQL Server 2008. Hands On
Exercises and Certification Ready features are integrated with the accompanying Lab Manual
throughout the chapters that enable them to reinforce what they’ve learned by completing
various exercises. Business cases are presented to provide a real world perspective on how
the information is used in the field. The book also includes a CD that enables students with
exam practice and instant feedback. By following the exercises in this book, students will
learn how to install and configure SQL Server, manage databases, implement security,
troubleshoot SQL activity, and more.
Direct from Microsoft, these Exam Refs are the official study guides for the new Microsoft
70-764 Administering a SQL Database Infrastructure and Microsoft 70-765 Provisioning SQL
Databases certification exams. Exam Ref 70-764 Administering a SQL Database Infrastructure
and Exam Ref 70-765 Provisioning SQL Databases offer professional-level preparation that
helps candidates maximize their exam performance and sharpen their skills on the job.
Microsoft Exam Ref publications stand apart from third-party study guides because they:
Provide guidance from Microsoft, the creator of Microsoft certification exams Target IT
professional-level exam candidates with content focused on their needs, not "one-size-fits-all"
content Streamline study by organizing material according to the exam's objective domain
(OD), covering one functional group and its objectives in each chapter Feature Thought
Experiments to guide candidates through a set of "what if?" scenarios, and prepare them
more effectively for Pro-level style exam questions Explore big picture thinking around the
planning and design aspects of the IT pro's job role For more information on this certification,
visit microsoft.com/learning
Protecting Your Database from Attackers
Exam 70-411 Administering Windows Server 2012
Mission-Critical Applications, Deeper Insights, Hyperscale Cloud
MCSA Querying Microsoft SQL Server 2012 (exam 70-461)
Real-World Skills for MCSA Certification and Beyond (Exams 70-461, 70-462, and 70-463)
MCSA / MCSE: Windows Server 2003 Environment Management and Maintenance Study Guide
Here's the book you need to prepare for Exam 70-228, Installing, Configuring, and Administering Microsoft
SQL Server 2000. This Study Guide provides: In-depth coverage of every official exam objective Practical
information on installing, configuring, and administering SQL Server 2000 Real-world insights, advice, and
recommendations Hundreds of challenging practice questions, in the book and on the CD Leading-edge
exam preparation software, including a test engine and electronic flashcards Authoritative coverage of all
exam objectives, including: Installing and configuring SQL Server 2000 Creating SQL Server 2000
databases Managing, monitoring, and troubleshooting SQL Server 2000 databases Extracting and
transforming data with SQL Server 2000 Managing and monitoring SQL Server 2000 security Managing,
monitoring, and troubleshooting SQL Server 2000 Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials
are not included as part of eBook file.
SQL server is the most widely-used database platform in the world, and a large percentage of these
databases are not properly secured, exposing sensitive customer and business data to attack. In Securing
SQL Server, Third Edition, you will learn about the potential attack vectors that can be used to break into
SQL server databases as well as how to protect databases from these attacks. In this book, Denny Cherry
- a Microsoft SQL MVP and one of the biggest names in SQL server - will teach you how to properly secure
an SQL server database from internal and external threats using best practices as well as specific tricks
that the author employs in his role as a consultant for some of the largest SQL server deployments in the
world. Fully updated to cover the latest technology in SQL Server 2014, this new edition walks you
through how to secure new features of the 2014 release. New topics in the book include vLANs, setting up
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RRAS, anti-virus installs, key management, moving from plaintext to encrypted values in an existing
application, securing Analysis Services Objects, Managed Service Accounts, OS rights needed by the DBA,
SQL Agent Security, Table Permissions, Views, Stored Procedures, Functions, Service Broker Objects, and
much more. Presents hands-on techniques for protecting your SQL Server database from intrusion and
attack Provides the most in-depth coverage of all aspects of SQL Server database security, including a
wealth of new material on Microsoft SQL Server 2014. Explains how to set up your database securely, how
to determine when someone tries to break in, what the intruder has accessed or damaged, and how to
respond and mitigate damage if an intrusion occurs.
Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-765-and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of provisioning SQL
Server databases both on premise and in SQL Azure. Designed for experienced IT professionals ready to
advance their status, Exam Ref focuses on the critical thinking and decision-making acumen needed for
success at the MCSA level. Focus on the expertise measured by these objectives: * Implement SQL in
Azure * Manage databases and instances * Manage storage This Microsoft Exam Ref: * Organizes its
coverage by exam objectives * Features strategic, what-if scenarios to challenge you * Assumes you have
working knowledge of SQL Server administration and maintenance, as well as Azure skills Provisioning
SQL Databases About the Exam Exam 70-765 focuses on skills and knowledge for provisioning, upgrading,
and configuring SQL Server; managing databases and files; and provisioning, migrating, and managing
databases in the Microsoft Azure cloud. About Microsoft Certification Passing this exam as well as Exam
70-764: Administering a SQL Database Infrastructure earns you MCSA: SQL 2016 Database Administration
certification, qualifying you for a position as a database administrator or infrastructure specialist. See full
details at: microsoft.com/learning
Server Sprawl and escalating IT costs have managers and system administrators scrambling to find ways
to cut costs and reduce Total Cost of Ownership of their physical infrastructure. Combining software
applications onto a single server, even if those applications are from the same software vendor, can be
dangerous and problems hard to troubleshoot. Virtualization allows you to consolidate many servers onto
a single physical server reducing hardware, electrical, cooling, and administrative costs. These virtual
servers run completely independent of each other so if one crashes the other are not affected. Planning
and implementing a server consolidation is a complex process. This book details the requirements for
such a project, includes sample forms and templates, and delivers several physical to virtual migration
strategies which will save both time and costs. Readers of this book will easily be able to plan and deploy
VMware, Microsoft Virtual Server, and Xen. Create a virtual network to exchange information or provide a
service to other virtual machines or computers Use virtualization to support removable media such as CD
or DVD optical disks Reduce server costs, administration overhead, and complexity
Exam 70-290
Introducing Microsoft SQL Server 2016
Exam Refs 70-767 and 70-768
MCSA Windows Server 2012 R2 Configuring Advanced Services Study Guide
Exam Ref 70-764 Administering a SQL Database Infrastructure
MCSA SQL 2016 BI Development Exam Ref 2-pack
NOTE: The correct URL to access the Sybex interactive online test bank and study tools is
www.wiley.com/go/sybextestprep. The book’s back cover, Introduction, and last page in the
book provided the wrong URL. We apologize for any confusion and inconvenience this may
have caused you. Master 100 percent of Microsoft Windows 10 exam with real-world hands-on
practice MCSA: Microsoft Windows 10 Complete Study Guide is your ultimate preparation
resource for the new Windows 10 certification. Fully updated to align with the latest
version of the exam, this new edition digs deeper into the intricacies of the Windows OS
and provides the most up-to-date information on new Windows 10 technologies. With
complete coverage of all exam topics, this invaluable guide walks you through device
planning, deployment, and management; network and storage configuration; access, data,
app, and recovery management, and much more to help you master the exam material. You
also get access to the Sybex interactive online learning environment, featuring
electronic flashcards, a searchable glossary, an assessment test, and bonus practice
exams designed to give you a preview of exam day. MCSA: Microsoft Windows 10 is the
Microsoft Certified Solutions Associate certification for Windows 10, testing your
abilities in a broad variety of associate-level tasks. This book rounds them up into a
comprehensive knowledge base to help you clarify, memorize, and deepen your understanding
so you can approach exam day with confidence. Master 100 percent of exam 70-697,
Configuring Windows Devices, objectives Get more hands-on practice in real-world
scenarios Test your knowledge with challenging review questions Access digital study aids
and practice tests for comprehensive prep Windows is the world's leading operating
system, with an estimated 90 percent share of the desktop OS market. There are currently
over 110 million Windows 10 users, and that number is expected to rise—putting Windows 10
Specialists in high demand in the job market. If you're ready to fill the growing need
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for trained Windows 10 associates, Microsoft Configuring Windows Devices Study Guide Exam
70-697 has you covered for complete and detailed exam preparation.
"Learn the ins and outs of SQL Server in this practical video tutorial. MCSA/MCSE Exam
70-461 Querying Microsoft SQL Server 2012 LiveLessons is a unique video product that
provides a solid understanding of querying SQL Server 2012, a necessity for database
administrators and developers and required knowledge for certifications on Microsoft SQL
Server 2012 and 2014. Transact-SQL (T-SQL) is the main language used to manage data on
Microsoft SQL Server. Understanding T-SQL is foremost in writing performance-based
queries. The product takes the student from the basics of the language to the structures
that will create optimal results. The student learns, step-by-step, creating database
objects, working with data, modifying data, and troubleshooting and optimizing queries
for a comprehensive study of querying."--Resource description page.
With Microsoft SQL Server 2016, a variety of new features and enhancements to the data
platform deliver breakthrough performance, advanced security, and richer, integrated
reporting and analytics capabilities. In this ebook, we introduce new security features:
Always Encrypted, Row-Level Security, and dynamic data masking; discuss enhancements that
enable you to better manage performance and storage: TemDB configuration, query store,
and Stretch Database; review several improvements to Reporting Services; and also
describe AlwaysOn Availability Groups, tabular enhancements, and R integration.
Use this comprehensive guide for the SQL Server DBA, covering all that practicing
database administrators need to know to get their daily work done. Updated for SQL Server
2019, this edition includes coverage of new features such as Memory-optimized TempDB
Metadata, and Always Encrypted with Secure Enclaves. Other new content includes coverage
of Query Store, resumable index operations, installation on Linux, and containerized SQL.
Pro SQL Server 2019 Administration takes DBAs on a journey that begins with planning
their SQL Server deployment and runs through installing and configuring the instance,
administering and optimizing database objects, and ensuring that data is secure and
highly available. Finally, readers will learn how to perform advanced maintenance and
tuning techniques. This book teaches you to make the most of new SQL Server 2019
functionality, including Data Discovery and Classification. The book promotes bestpractice installation, shows how to configure for scalability and high workloads, and
demonstrates the gamut of database-level maintenance tasks such as index maintenance,
database consistency checks, and table optimizations. What You Will LearnInstall and
configure SQL Server on Windows through the GUI and with PowerShell Install and configure
SQL Server on Linux and in ContainersOptimize tables through in-memory OLTP, table
partitioning, and the creation of indexes Secure and encrypt data to protect against
embarrassing data breaches Ensure 24x7x365 access through high-availability and disaster
recovery features Back up your data to ensure against loss, and recover data when needed
Perform routine maintenance tasks such as database consistency checks Troubleshoot and
solve performance problems in SQL queries and in the database engine Who This Book Is For
SQL Server DBAs who manage on-premise installations of SQL Server. This book is also
useful for DBAs who wish to learn advanced features such as Query Store, Extended Events,
Distributed Replay, and Policy-Based Management, or those who need to install SQL Server
in a variety of environments.
Exam Ref 70-761 Querying Data with Transact-SQL
Querying Microsoft SQL Server 2012
SQL Server 2019 Administration Inside Out
The Best Damn Server Virtualization Book Period
T-SQL Querying
Exam 70-461 Training Kit
Microsoft Windows Server is a multi-purpose server designed to increase reliability and flexibility of a network infrastructure.
Windows Server is the paramount tool used by enterprises in their datacenter and desktop strategy. The most recent versions of
Windows Server also provide both server and client virtualization. Its ubiquity in the enterprise results in the need for networking
professionals who know how to plan, design, implement, operate, and troubleshoot networks relying on Windows Server. Microsoft
Learning is preparing the next round of its Windows Server Certification program with exams covering the new version of the
software, Windows Server 2012. The exams and certification path change significantly from the previous version of Windows Server.
This provides an opportunity for the MS line to capitalize on the dual disruption of brand-new software and brand-new certifications.
Microsoft Exam 70-741 is for IT Pros interested in enhancing their skills for the latest version of Windows Server. This exam
validates skills and knowledge for configuring advanced tasks required to deploy, manage, and maintain a Windows Server 2016
infrastructure, such as fault tolerance, certificate services, and identity federation. Passing this exam along with two other exams is
required for MCSA and MCSE certifications. The Exam Ref is the official study guide for Microsoft certification exam 70-741.
Featuring concise, objective-by-objective reviews and strategic case scenarios and Thought Experiments, exam candidates get
professional-level preparation for the exam. The Exam Ref helps candidates maximize their performance on the exam and sharpen
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their job-role skills. It organizes material by the exam's objective domains Focus is on the skills measured on the exam: • Implement
Domain Name System (DNS) • Implement DHCP • Implement IP Address Management (IPAM) • Implement network connectivity
and remote access solutions • Implement core and distributed network solutions • Implement an advanced network infrastructure This
Microsoft Exam Ref: • Organizes its coverage by the “Skills measured” posted on the exam webpage • Features strategic, what-if
scenarios to challenge you • Points to in-depth material by topic for exam candidates needing additional review • Assumes you are an
IT pro looking to validate your skills in and knowledge of installing and configuring Windows Server 2016
Presents lessons covering exam objectives, practice exercises, real-world scenarios, and practice exams on the accompanying CDROM.
Conquer SQL Server 2019 administration–from the inside out Dive into SQL Server 2019 administration–and really put your SQL
Server DBA expertise to work. This supremely organized reference packs hundreds of timesaving solutions, tips, and workarounds–all
you need to plan, implement, manage, and secure SQL Server 2019 in any production environment: on-premises, cloud, or hybrid. Six
experts thoroughly tour DBA capabilities available in SQL Server 2019 Database Engine, SQL Server Data Tools, SQL Server
Management Studio, PowerShell, and Azure Portal. You’ll find extensive new coverage of Azure SQL, big data clusters, PolyBase,
data protection, automation, and more. Discover how experts tackle today’s essential tasks–and challenge yourself to new levels of
mastery. Explore SQL Server 2019’s toolset, including the improved SQL Server Management Studio, Azure Data Studio, and
Configuration Manager Design, implement, manage, and govern on-premises, hybrid, or Azure database infrastructures Install and
configure SQL Server on Windows and Linux Master modern maintenance and monitoring with extended events, Resource Governor,
and the SQL Assessment API Automate tasks with maintenance plans, PowerShell, Policy-Based Management, and more Plan and
manage data recovery, including hybrid backup/restore, Azure SQL Database recovery, and geo-replication Use availability groups for
high availability and disaster recovery Protect data with Transparent Data Encryption, Always Encrypted, new Certificate Management
capabilities, and other advances Optimize databases with SQL Server 2019’s advanced performance and indexing features Provision
and operate Azure SQL Database and its managed instances Move SQL Server workloads to Azure: planning, testing, migration, and
post-migration
MCSA SQL Server 2016 Database Development Exam Ref 2-Pack
Introducing Microsoft SQL Server 2012
Microsoft SQL Server 2008 -- Database Development
Exam Ref 70-765 Provisioning SQL Databases
Exam 70-228
Securing SQL Server
Implement, maintain, and repair SQL Server 2012databases As the most significant update
since 2008, Microsoft SQL Server2012 boasts updates and new features that are critical
tounderstand. Whether you manage and administer SQL Server 2012 orare planning to get
your MCSA: SQL Server 2012 certification, thisbook is the perfect supplement to your
learning and preparation.From understanding SQL Server's roles to implementing
businessintelligence and reporting, this practical book explores tasks andscenarios that
a working SQL Server DBA faces regularly and showsyou step by step how to handle them.
Includes practice exams and coverage of exam objectives forthose seeking MSCA: SQL Server
2012 certification Explores the skills you'll need on the job as a SQL Server 2012DBA
Discusses designing and implementing database solutions Walks you through administrating,
maintaining, and securing SQLServer 2012 Addresses implementing high availability and
datadistribution Includes bonus videos where the author walks you through someof the more
difficult tasks expected of a DBA Featuring hands-on exercises and real-world scenarios,
thisresource guides you through the essentials of implementing,maintaining, and repairing
SQL Server 2012 databases.
This text does not include not include a MOAC Labs Online access code. This 70-410
Installing and Configuring Windows Server 2012 textbook prepares certification students
for the first of a series of three exams which validate the skills and knowledge
necessary to implement a core Windows Server 2012 Infrastructure into an existing
enterprise environment. This Microsoft Official Academic Course is mapped to the 70-410
Installing and Configuring Windows Server 2012 exam objectives. This textbook focuses on
real skills for real jobs and prepares students to prove mastery of core services such as
Active Directory and networking services. In addition, this book also covers such
valuable skills as: • Managing Active Directory Domain Services Objects • Automating
Active Directory Domain Services Administration • Implementing Local Storage •
Implementing File and Print Services • Implementing Group Policy • Implementing Server
Virtualization with Hyper-V
Get the most out of the rich development capabilities of SQL Server 2016 to build
efficient database applications for your organizationAbout This Book- Utilize the new
enhancements in Transact-SQL and security features in SQL Server 2016 to build efficient
database applications- Work with temporal tables to get information about data stored in
the table at any point in time- A detailed guide to SQL Server 2016, introducing you to
multiple new features and enhancements to improve your overall development experienceWho
This Book Is ForThis book is for database developers and solution architects who plan to
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use the new SQL Server 2016 features for developing efficient database applications. It
is also ideal for experienced SQL Server developers who want to switch to SQL Server 2016
for its rich development capabilities. Some understanding of the basic database concepts
and Transact-SQL language is assumed.What You Will Learn- Explore the new development
features introduced in SQL Server 2016- Identify opportunities for In-Memory OLTP
technology, significantly enhanced in SQL Server 2016- Use columnstore indexes to get
significant storage and performance improvements- Extend database design solutions using
temporal tables- Exchange JSON data between applications and SQL Server in a more
efficient way- Migrate historical data transparently and securely to Microsoft Azure by
using Stretch Database- Use the new security features to encrypt or to have more granular
control over access to rows in a table- Simplify performance troubleshooting with Query
Store- Discover the potential of R's integration with SQL ServerIn DetailMicrosoft SQL
Server 2016 is considered the biggest leap in the data platform history of the Microsoft,
in the ongoing era of Big Data and data science. Compared to its predecessors, SQL Server
2016 offers developers a unique opportunity to leverage the advanced features and build
applications that are robust, scalable, and easy to administer.This book introduces you
to new features of SQL Server 2016 which will open a completely new set of possibilities
for you as a developer. It prepares you for the more advanced topics by starting with a
quick introduction to SQL Server 2016's new features and a recapitulation of the
possibilities you may have already explored with previous versions of SQL Server. The
next part introduces you to small delights in the Transact-SQL language and then switches
to a completely new technology inside SQL Server - JSON support. We also take a look at
the Stretch database, security enhancements, and temporal tables.The last chapters
concentrate on implementing advanced topics, including Query Store, columnstore indexes,
and In-Memory OLTP. You will finally be introduced to R and how to use the R language
with Transact-SQL for data exploration and analysis.By the end of this book, you will
have the required information to design efficient, high-performance database applications
without any hassle.Style and approachThis book is a detailed guide to mastering the
development features offered by SQL Server 2016, with a unique learn-as-you-do approach.
All the concepts are explained in a very easy-to-understand manner and are supplemented
with examples to ensure that you-the developer-are able to take that next step in
building more powerful, robust applications for your organization with ease.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access
codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Prepare for
Microsoft Exam 70-762, Developing SQL Databases —and help demonstrate your real-world
mastery of skills for building and implementing databases across organizations. Designed
for database professionals who build and implement databases across organizations and who
ensure high levels of data availability, Exam Ref focuses on the critical-thinking and
decision-making acumen needed for success at the MCSA level. Focus on the expertise
measured by these objectives: • Design and implement database objects • Implement
programmability objects • Manage database concurrency • Optimize database objects and SQL
infrastructure This Microsoft Exam Ref: • Organizes its coverage by exam objectives •
Features strategic, what-if scenarios to challenge you • Assumes you have working
knowledge of Microsoft Windows, Transact-SQL, and relational databases About the Exam
Exam 70-762 focuses on skills and knowledge for building and implementing databases
across organizations and ensuring high levels of data availability. About Microsoft
Certification Passing this exam earns you credit toward a Microsoft Certified Solutions
Associate (MCSA) certification that demonstrates your mastery of modern database
development. Exam 70-761 (Querying Data with Transact-SQL) is also required for MCSA: SQL
2016 Database Development. See full details at: microsoft.com/learning
Exam 70-697
SQL Server 2016 Developer's Guide
MCSA Guide to Microsoft SQL Server 2012 (Exam 70-462)
Exam Ref 70-762 Developing SQL Databases
Pro SQL Server 2019 Administration
MCSA Guide to Networking with Windows Server 2016, Exam 70-741
MCSA GUIDE TO MICROSOFT SQL SERVER 2012 (Exam #70-462) provides a thorough introduction to essential database administration
principles and practices to prepare readers for certification and career success. Ideal for formal courses, self-study, or professional reference,
this detailed text employs a lab-based approach to help users develop the core knowledge and practical skills they need to master Microsoft
SQL Server administration in an enterprise environment and pass Microsoft Certified Solutions Associate Exam 70-462. The text opens with
information on the latest version of Microsoft SQL Server, offering step-by-step guidance on selecting an edition and completing initial
installation and configuration. Several chapters then explore key topics such as database programming, security, performance tuning, backup
and recovery, data integration, and system monitoring. Within each chapter, numerous resources and features reinforce teaching and
learning, including learning objectives, summaries of key ideas, hands-on activities, discusssion questions, definitions of important terms, and
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case studies to provide real-world context. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
T-SQL insiders help you tackle your toughest queries and query-tuning problems Squeeze maximum performance and efficiency from every
T-SQL query you write or tune. Four leading experts take an in-depth look at T-SQL’s internal architecture and offer advanced practical
techniques for optimizing response time and resource usage. Emphasizing a correct understanding of the language and its foundations, the
authors present unique solutions they have spent years developing and refining. All code and techniques are fully updated to reflect new TSQL enhancements in Microsoft SQL Server 2014 and SQL Server 2012. Write faster, more efficient T-SQL code: Move from procedural
programming to the language of sets and logic Master an efficient top-down tuning methodology Assess algorithmic complexity to predict
performance Compare data aggregation techniques, including new grouping sets Efficiently perform data-analysis calculations Make the most
of T-SQL’s optimized bulk import tools Avoid date/time pitfalls that lead to buggy, poorly performing code Create optimized BI statistical
queries without additional software Use programmable objects to accelerate queries Unlock major performance improvements with InMemory OLTP Master useful and elegant approaches to manipulating graphs About This Book For experienced T-SQL practitioners Includes
coverage updated from Inside Microsoft SQL Server 2008 T-SQL Querying and Inside Microsoft SQL Server 2008 T-SQL Programming
Valuable to developers, DBAs, BI professionals, and data scientists Covers many MCSE 70-464 and MCSA/MCSE 70-461 exam topics
Ace your preparation for Microsoft® Certification Exam 70-461 with this 2-in-1 Training Kit from Microsoft Press®. Work at your own pace
through a series of lessons and practical exercises, and then assess your skills with practice tests on CD—featuring multiple, customizable
testing options. Maximize your performance on the exam by learning how to: Create database objects Work with data Modify data
Troubleshoot and optimize queries You also get an exam discount voucher—making this book an exceptional value and a great career
investment.
Direct from Microsoft, these Exam Refs are the official study guides for the new Microsoft 70-767 Implementing a SQL Data Warehouse and
the new Microsoft 70-768 Developing SQL Data Models certification exams. Exam Ref 70-767 Implementing a SQL Data Warehouse , the
first book in this bundle (ISBN 978150936473), offers professional-level preparation that helps candidates maximize their exam performance
and sharpen their skills on the job. It focuses on the specific areas of expertise modern IT professionals need to successfully build modern
data warehouses to support advanced business intelligence solutions. Written by Microsoft Data Platform MVP Stacia Varga, Exam Ref
70-768 Developing SQL Data Models , the second book in this bundle (ISBN 9781509305155), offers professional-level preparation that
helps candidates maximize their exam performance and sharpen their skills on the job. It focuses on the specific areas of expertise modern
database and business intelligence professionals need to succeed with SQL Server 2016 Analysis Services.
Microsoft SQL Server 2012 T-SQL Fundamentals
Training Kit (Exam 70-462)
Exam Ref 70-740 Installation, Storage and Compute with Windows Server 2016
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